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Executive summary

Collaboration between third sector organisations and startups can create 
mutual benefits. For third sector organisations, it can lead to greater impact by 
tapping into startups’ innovative ideas and ways of working. For startups, it can 
make the difference between failing and scaling. 

Yet despite these benefits, startup collaboration in the third sector is rare. Many barriers 
– institutional, financial, legal, cultural – prevent partnerships from being as effective as 
they might otherwise be, or indeed prevent them from being established in the first place.

This report is the first of its kind to describe the benefits and barriers to startup 
collaboration with the third sector, and to offer frameworks to understand better how third 
sector organisations and startups can work together for mutual benefit.

The report aims to help third sector leaders, innovation managers and practitioners:

• Understand the value of working with startups (Section 1).

• Evaluate and select suitable collaboration modes, e.g. co-working spaces, accelerators, 
investment (Section 2).

• Assess potential barriers to collaboration (Section 3). 

• Identify the necessary steps to prepare for, design and carry out the collaboration – 
and the key challenges to anticipate (Section 4).

• Learn from the experience of other third sector organisations that have set up 
collaborations with startups.

The report aims to help startups:

• Identify how and why third sector organisations are engaging with startups (Section 2).

• Better understand how the third sector works (Section 3).

• Tailor their approach to the third sector to increase the chances of successful 
collaboration – and anticipate key challenges (Section 4).

• Learn from the experience of other startups that have collaborated with the third 
sector.

 For policymakers, the report aims to:

• Identify areas where sector-level changes are needed to support startup collaboration 
in the third sector (Section 5).
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Foreword
At Save the Children, we believe deeply that a vibrant, diverse ecosystem 
creates positive disruption, enables creativity and innovation, encourages 
investment in new concepts and technologies and, ultimately, increases impact 
for marginalised communities and their children. Exploring actor diversity and 
different formations through collaboration is likely to build a more adaptive, less 
formulaic and more effective capacity. Over the last decade, we have created, 
hosted and incubated collaborative startup initiatives, including Elrha, the 
Start Network and the Humanitarian Leadership Academy, and are continually 
looking at ways to develop and build new forms of collaboration to generate 
greater collective impact. 

Better Together, the first report of its kind, investigates the intersection between 
third sector organisations and new, startup enterprises. Its findings provide a 
greater understanding of the multiple benefits to increasing the level of activity and 
experimentation in startup collaboration as well as clearly outlining the many barriers 
that are currently holding back exploration. It helpfully takes this further and provides 
the reader with both a practical framework and steps for how third sector and startup 
organisations can begin to maximise these benefits and minimise barriers. 

The world into which this report is now published, arguably, could not be more fertile and 
in need of its findings. Across all sectors, the last few months have shone a spotlight on 
the frailties within current organisations, institutions and operational models causing us 
to question whether they are fit for purpose to fulfil a promise of change. COVID-19 has 
exposed weaknesses within the aid sector and the fragility of its existing business models. 
We had imagined the 2020s to be ‘the decade of delivery’ towards the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). Instead, they risk being a decade of reversal. 

Often levied as many startups’ clearest value proposition, the rapid development and 
adoption of technology is driving new economies based around collaborative ways of 
working (sharing, collaborative, platform-based economies) and presents opportunities for 
major disruption to the current ways of doing things. 

Now is the time to seize on these opportunities, building a new dawn by embracing 
different relationships and encouraging experimentation in new approaches in order 
to better support the people we serve. It is the authors’ hope that this report provides a 
catalyst for those to join both the conversation and the journey of collective discovery.

Doing more of the same simply won’t be enough to reach the increased scale and 
complexity of need that is emerging and set to accelerate. As this report sets out, startup 
collaboration brings an opportunity for alchemy and innovation, creating something 
collectively that cannot be done individually. 

Something that is…Better Together.

Gwil Purchase 

Senior Humanitarian Collaborative Initiatives Lead, Save the Children UK

https://www.elrha.org/
https://startnetwork.org/
https://www.humanitarianleadershipacademy.org/
https://www.wfd.org/2020/01/24/parliamentarians-have-a-key-role-to-play-in-the-sdg-decade-of-delivery/
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1. The case for startup   
 collaboration in the    
 third sector
The third sector needs to innovate. Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, many 
organisations were struggling with operating models which were not fit for purpose. 
Fundamental change was called for to address numerous sector-wide challenges, such as 
lower levels of public trust, increased competition from the private sector, and declining 
government funding.1 

The pandemic has thrown many of these challenges into even sharper relief: many third 
sector organisations are finding that demand for their services is greater than ever, while 
they are facing an even more precipitous decline in funding. A deep recession will only 
exacerbate this further. Mere survival will be challenging enough for many.

However, for those organisations which are able to look beyond the immediate crisis, 
the pandemic has also exposed opportunities: accelerated digital transformation; a 
greater desire to collaborate in the face of a ‘common enemy’; a public re-evaluation of 
the importance of community, social care and various local services; a political ‘Overton 
Window’ which has rarely seemed wider;2 and the special circumstance of almost every 
potential partner organisation simultaneously rethinking its objectives, strategy, and 
modes of working.

At the time of writing, we do not know how long the global pandemic will last, or how 
deep and prolonged the following recession will be. However, what is apparent is that 
there is a widespread desire – across many different sectors – not simply to go back to 
the way things were, but to ‘build back better’.3 In other words, there is both a need and 
an opportunity for change, for renewal, and for innovation.

At the same time, there is an increasing awareness that many of the issues which third 
sector organisations are trying to solve are simply too large for any single body. As one 
report from New Philanthropy Capital put it, ‘Social problems are so complex, and so 
vast, that they cannot be addressed by any organisation alone’.4 The thorniest issues 
require not just partnerships between third sector organisations, but collaboration 
with government and the private sector, too. As a result, innovative collaborations are 
becoming increasingly important to identify novel, scalable solutions and more efficient 
ways of working to address complex challenges.5, 6 

This report is focused on one type of innovative collaboration in particular: collaboration 
with startups. We define startups as young, innovative, for-profit firms with the ambition 
to scale. We use the term ‘third sector’ to describe a range of organisations that are 
neither public sector nor private sector (e.g., charities, community groups).
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Startups are sources of innovation. Unencumbered by legacy systems, startups are not 
only interesting developers of novel products, services or processes, but also are often 
leading adopters of innovative technologies and methods within their own businesses.7 
Their nimbleness and ability to ‘pivot’ quickly means that startups are often able to test 
and respond to new ideas much more quickly than larger organisations. However, this 
nimbleness frequently comes at a cost: startups typically lack resources of various kinds – 
including financial, human and social capital.

Partnerships between startups and established organisations can thus be mutually 
beneficial: larger organisations can offer various resources – including insight and market 
knowledge, branding and visibility, networks, supply chains and more – to help startups 
scale; while startups can offer innovations and ‘disruptive potential’ to established firms 
that may be struggling to innovate.8, 9, 26

Certainly, the private sector has seen a vast increase in the number of collaborations 
between startups and larger firms – driven, in large part, by the realisation that innovation 
is key to firms’ continued survival; that the nature of innovation is changing; that firms 
do not have the necessary internal competences to take advantage of many new 
technologies; that the pace of change, especially in digital, risks leaving firms behind 
before they can develop such competencies; and that the ability to collaborate across size 
and culture may itself be a source of competitive advantage.

As a result, the private sector has seen a significant increase in corporate venture capital 
units that invest in startups, as well as an increase in the value and volume of corporate 
venture deals: between 2013 and 2018, the number of deals between corporates and 
startups almost doubled and the value of these deals more than quadrupled.10 There has 
also been an increased number of firms running or sponsoring startup accelerators, and 
nearly 90 per cent of large businesses now see startups as an ‘essential’ component of 
their innovation strategy.11, 12

Has the third sector followed suit? To date, it appears not – partly because collaboration 
between startups and third sector organisations is more complex than collaboration 
between startups and corporates. However, we believe that there are many similar 
opportunities for mutual benefit if organisations can figure out how to collaborate 
effectively. The case studies described in this report show that it can be done. 

‘Startups are usually on the cutting edge of technology, which is something 
the third sector just cannot provide. Some startups also are exploring new 
and alternative business models, so there is a lot to learn from startups not 
only in terms of the technology they use, but how they work which can make 
a potentially disruptive difference in third sector organisations that are used 
to more traditional ways of working.’

Benjamin Kumpf, Head of Innovation, Department for International Development
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1.1.  The mutual benefits of collaborating

Collaborations between the third sector and startups can bring a wide range of benefits. 
Table 1 illustrates the various ways in which startups can help third sector organisations to 
be fit for purpose, while third sector organisations can help startups to scale. For example, 
collaborations can result in new products, processes or approaches to service design as 
well as new revenue streams – ultimately making third sector organisations more efficient 
and effective, resulting in greater impact. At the same time, startups can benefit from 
collaborating – gaining, for example, market knowledge, expertise, visibility, and potential 
investment. 

Table 1: Mutual benefits of collaborations between startups and third sector 
organisations

‘We can’t do everything ourselves as an organisation and we know there are 
people who have fantastic ideas but they may need our support, so rather 
than competing or not knowing about these ideas, we need a partnership 
with a shared goal.’

Natasha Howard, Senior Innovator, Innovation team, Alzheimer’s Society

How startups can help the third sector How the third sector can help startups

Gain exposure to new technologies

Improve commercial thinking

Develop new revenue streams

Increase impact for beneficiaries

Improve reputations

Increase donations

Support the wider ecosystem

Reduce costs

Adopt more lean and agile ways of working

Adopt user/client-centric methods and 
mindsets

Think more long term

Change employees’ behaviours

Develop innovative solutions that can scale

Access expertise 
and resources

Increase reach

Improve internal 
processes

Gain insight into end-users, processes, topics 
and contexts

Access data, materials and facilities 

Receive technical, business and financial 
support

Increase credibility and visibility

Access relevant connections in third sector, 
corporates and government

Tap into a market with great need for novel 
solutions

Tap into established procedures and networks

Attract talent 

Pilot, test and develop evidence-based 
solutions
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1.2.  About this report

This report aims to increase awareness of the benefits and barriers of startup 
collaboration in the third sector, encourage third sector organisations to consider 
collaborating with startups as innovation partners, and describe and promote the 
adoption of good collaborative practices. We hope that it will help you with your own 
innovative partnership. 

The third sector is a term used to describe the range of organisations that are neither 
public sector nor private sector. It includes voluntary and community organisations (both 
registered charities and other organisations such as associations, self-help groups and 
community groups), mutuals and co-operatives. While we aim to make the learnings of 
this report applicable to third sector organisations of any type, we realise there is great 
variety among third sector organisations in terms of size, reach, funding source, location 
and innovation maturity. These factors are likely to impact the organisation’s ability to 
engage in startup collaboration. 

We define startups as young, for-profit firms with an innovative business model and the 
potential and ambition to scale. This might include startup social enterprises, those with a 
mission to benefit and improve society but still looking to run and grow independently and 
make a profit. We view startups as a specialised subset of small and medium enterprises: 
they have different characteristics and needs than lifestyle businesses or one-person 
companies that are not necessarily designed to grow.

This research focuses on collaboration as a type of open innovation, as opposed to 
transacting with startups as non-innovative delivery partners. Section 2 identifies different 
modes of interaction between third sector organisations and startups, ranging from time-
bound, single-purpose collaboration such as hackathons to more structural, resource-
intensive collaborations such as accelerators or acquiring and creating startups. 

This report is based on qualitative data from roundtables and interviews. We organised 
two roundtables with 35 representatives from third sector organisations and startups, and 
engaged with over 50 experts in the sector to shape and refine the research focus. We 
carried out 37 in-depth, semi-structured interviews, with representatives from the third 
sector and with startups, in order to identify common barriers to, and best practices for 
collaboration.
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2. What does  
 collaboration look  
 like in practice?
This section offers an overview of emerging collaboration practices and lessons learned 
from specific cases of third sector–startup collaboration. 

2.1.  What types of collaboration modes exist? 

Third sector organisations can consider various collaboration modes (Figure 1), ranging 
from one-off events to more structured repeated programmes carried out alone or with 
external partners. To identify the most suitable mode(s), third sector organisations should 
assess the following questions:

• What are the objectives for startup collaboration?

• What level of resources can be committed to the collaboration?

• What is our level of collaborative maturity in working with startups? 

Figure 1: Overview of collaboration modes by objectives for collaboration and 
level of resource commitment

Create startups

Acquisitions

Investments

Accelerators

Co-development

Procurement

Events/competitions

Co-working spaces

Free tools

Supporting startups 
with similar values 

and mission 

Substantial resource 
commitment

Limited resource 
commitment

Level of resource 
commitment from 

third sector
 organisation

Four complementary ways to increase the third sector organisation’s 
impact through startup collaboration

Rejuvenating internal 
mindsets, behaviours 

and methods

Solving challenges 
more effectively by 
innovating together

Ensuring long-term 
viability of the third 
sector organisation
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Objectives for startup collaboration. Third sector organisations exist to deliver impact. By 
collaborating with startups, they can increase their impact in four complementary ways:

1. Supporting startups with similar values and missions.

2. Rejuvenating internal mindsets, behaviours and methods;

3. Solving internal/mission-oriented challenges more effectively by innovation together; 
and/or.

4. Ensuring the long-term viability of the organisation. 

When third sector organisations engage with startups, they should consider these 
routes to impact and specify which ones they hope to achieve. As Figure 1 shows, some 
collaboration modes are more suitable to achieve one or more of these objectives, but 
collaboration modes can also satisfy multiple options at the same time. Table 2 illustrates 
how different collaboration modes can help third sector organisations increase their 
impact. 

Table 2: How different collaboration modes can help third sector organisations 
increase their impact

Illustrative collaborationsIncreasing 
impact by

Illustrative (expected) impact 

Leonard Cheshire gives ad hoc advice to 
startups and helps people with a disability set 
up their own businesses.

Guy’s and St Thomas’ Charity offers one of 
its buildings at low rent to co-working space 
Health Foundry.

Friends of the Earth set up a startup-in-
residence programme to get exposure to 
innovative startups (Case study 1).

UNICEF set up a venture fund to help UNICEF 
innovate with emerging technologies Case 
study 6).

The Children’s Society partnered with an 
external accelerator programme to develop 
better solutions for young people (Case  
study 5).

Alzheimer’s Society set up an in-house 
accelerator programme and re-invests any 
returns in the programme to make it sustainable 
(Case study 4). 

Versus Arthritis created an arms-length social 
venture to grow their income and customer 
portfolio (Case study 8).

Supporting 
startups with 
similar values and 
missions

Rejuvenating 
internal culture 
and methods

Better solving 
internal/
mission-oriented 
challenges 
through 
innovation

Ensuring long-
term viability of 
the organisation

More businesses that are inclusive of people 
with a disability in their customer service or 
product design.

A stronger, more innovative health care 
ecosystem.

Internal adoption of the startups’ approaches 
to project management, research and social 
impact monitoring.

New open source technologies that can be 
scaled to benefit people across the world. 

New, mostly digital, products or services for 
young people, e.g. an app that helps children 
develop mental wellbeing. 

New solutions that improve the lives of people 
with dementia, e.g. a solution that helps them 
stay hydrated. 

A new venture that designs, manufactures 
and sells products for and with people with 
arthritis.
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Types ExampleResources

Investment, grant, 
pay for a pilot

Access to data, 
materials, working 
space, platforms

Access to brand, 
network

To give expert 
advice, to mentor, 
to scout startups, 
to give workshops, 
to act as a broker

The Children’s Society offers a grant of up to £20,000 to startups in their 
accelerator programme (Case study 5).

Asthma UK provided their asthma care plan to a startup (Section 2.1.1). 

UNICEF carries out pilots in collaboration with startups (Case study 6).

Alzheimer’s Society connects startups in their accelerator programme with 
external partners depending on the startup’s needs (Case study 4).

Friends of the Earth appointed an internal relationship manager to 
facilitate connections between the startup and internal employees (Case 
study 1).

As part of the Social Innovation accelerator programme of the French Red 
Cross, startups receive six months of support by French Red Cross experts.

Financial

Tangible assets

Intangible assets

Employee time

Level of resource commitment. Different collaboration modes require different levels of 
resource commitment. Table 3 illustrates the types of resources (financial, time, assets) 
that may need to be committed to startup collaboration. It is important to specify these 
up-front and ringfence sufficient resources, given that many third sector organisations 
struggle to unlock resources, whether time or money, for innovation and startup 
collaboration (Section 3.1.1). 

Table 3: The different types of resources that third sector organisations can 
commit to startup collaboration

Level of collaborative maturity. Without prior experience, some collaboration modes 
can be more difficult to bring to fruition than others. To build experience, it may be 
advisable to take a gradual approach, beginning with light-touch collaboration modes 
such as organising workshops or sharing tools with startups, beforing moving on to the 
more difficult collaboration modes such as investments or acquisitions. Third sector 
organisations can also gain familiarity with the startup world by first creating their 
own startup, before embarking on long-term, equity-based collaborations with external 
startups. Good Innovation’s maturity model for charities and startups can be helpful to 
understand what a trajectory may look like for charities seeking to engage with startups 
(Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Good Innovation’s maturity model for charities working with startups

We believe there’s signifcant potential for charities to work with startups – both startups a charity itself creates and startups created 
and owned by others – to deliver mission and money. But building the capabilities and experience to do this is often a journey.

Level of
 collaborative 

maturity

Level 1: Unaware Level 2: Emerging Level 3: Building Level 4: Sustaining Level 5: Transforming

Starting to recognise on an 
adhoc basis the benefits of 
creating and working with 

startups 

Income 
diversification 
interpreted as

new fundraising 
models

No commercial 
sustainability focus 

around services

Supporting 
external startups 
to deliver mission 
with grants and 

mission expertise

Creating own 
commercial 

opportunities to 
generate income

Supporting 
external 

startups with 
non-grant 

based 
commercial 

models

Startup 
engagement 
capabilities 

(finance, legal, 
governance etc.) 

starting to be 
scoped

Attracting 
external 

investment 
for own 

commercially-
oriented 
startups

Entrepreneurial / 
startup skills and 

culture starting to be 
adopted more widely 
across organisation

Internal Lab/
Incubator 

established to 
rapidly identify 
and exploit own 

opportunities

Activities to engage with startups

Own 
initiatives 

spun out to 
create 
charity 
owned 

startups

Accelerator/
Venture Studio set-up 
to support own and 

external startups

Making mixed-
motive equity 
investments in 

external startups, 
blending mission 

and money 
objectives

Investment 
fund created, 
proactively 

sourcing 
opportunities 
to invest in

Investor in 
wider sector 
(and out of 

sector) 
investment 

fund

Recognising the strategic value 
and starting to build on-going 

capabilities

Becomes a core part of the 
charity’s strategy to deliver 

both mission and money

Key role in collaborating across 
the sector, leading and driving 
transformation in how charities 

create, engage with and 
support startups
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2.1.1  Free tools

How it works. Third sector organisations have various resources that can be valuable to 
startups including expert knowledge, data and connections. Third sector organisations 
can offer startups free or cheaper access to these resources.

Examples. Concrete examples include access to digital platforms, data or networks. For 
example, Asthma UK provided their asthma care plan to Tiny Medical Apps, a startup that 
builds apps for the National Health Service. The startup integrated the care plan in one of 
their apps designed for teenagers to take control of their health. In some cases, startups 
also offer their platform to third sector organisations. Sweatcoin, a startup that converts 
people’s steps into currency, gives visibility to third sector organisations and allows people 
to donate to various charitable projects. 

Key challenge. As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, collaboration often fails because there is 
no clear two-way value exchange between the startup and the third sector organisation. 
Budget constraints on both sides and a lack of understanding about each other’s needs 
make it hard for third sector organisations to share their resources with startups for free, 
but startups also do not have the budget to pay for resources provided by the third sector 
organisations.

2.1.2  Co-working spaces

How it works. Co-working spaces are physical spaces that startups can use – often for 
free or for reduced rent – with access to desks and meeting spaces. 

Examples. Third sector organisations may offer a working space in their own offices, 
as Friends of the Earth did (Case study 1), or they may rent the space to an external 
partner that manages the programme. For example, Guy’s and St Thomas’ Charity set 
up the co-working space Health Foundry to support startups that work on improving 
health and wellbeing. The charity owns the building and offers the space at a low rent to 
Health Foundry. Employees of the charity also come in to host workshops and help with 
networking. 

Key challenge. Although co-working spaces are relatively easy to set up, their features 
require careful consideration, in particular regarding how to maintain meaningful 
interactions with the startups. If the startup does not become integrated with the 
organisation, it risks operating in isolation, thereby undermining potential collaborative 
benefits. 

‘Just by saying there is a co-working space does not mean you will get a 
relationship between the organisation and the startup. Seeing the relevance 
and how the startup fits in and how they report is the most important part.’

Nick Sexton, Former Project Manager, Friends of the Earth
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Case study 1: Friends of the Earth

About the programme

Name of programme  Startup in Residence programme

Type  Co-working space

Short description Friends of the Earth offered an innovative tech startup to take up residence in their  
  office – rent free

Goal  Exposure to innovative startups

Launched 2017, but currently paused 

Type of startups Tech startups

Support offered to • Desk space for six months (estimated cost-saving of over £8,000)  
startups • Access to Friends of the Earth’s resources and connections, management and   
   technical support, visibility

Location inside Friends Innovation directorate  
of the Earth

Website/other resources The startup in residence programme has paused, but Friends of the Earth now   
for startups engage with startups in an ad hoc way. They also have a ‘steal our ideas’ section  
  to encourage others to develop novel solutions to some of the charity’s challenges: 
  experiments.friendsoftheearth.uk

Lessons learned

Key benefits from working with startups

 • Employees who engage with startups think differently 
about problems and adopt the startup’s approaches 
and methods in their work. 

 • Friends of the Earth can tap into the startup’s digital, 
technical and innovation expertise.

Key programme features

Startup selection: The innovation team launched an 
online call, followed up with a pitching process. The 
scope was broad; few criteria were specified by Friends 
of the Earth. 
 

Process: Friends of the Earth appointed an internal 
relationship manager to facilitate the connections 
between the startup and internal employees. 

Outcomes: There were no contractual outcome 
specifications.

Key tips

 • An organisation-wide engagement to define a clear 
need can be helpful to ensure there is widespread 
buy-in to work with startups.

 • Ensure that startups receive enough direction and 
airtime in front of senior leaders or departments. 

 • Discuss expected outcomes and specify them in a 
contract in collaboration with the startup.

http://experiments.friendsoftheearth.uk
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2.1.3  Events and competitions

How it works. Some third sector organisations engage with startups through (one-off) 
events. These often take the form of workshops or competitions. Events are not always 
targeted exclusively at startups, but can involve any innovator with a relevant idea. 

Examples. Specific events may include: 

• Hackathons are intensive events, usually held over one or two days, which bring 
together innovators to solve specific challenges posed by the third sector organisation. 
During the hackathon, multiple teams work on early-stage prototypes that may be 
further developed in collaboration with the third sector organisation. There may be 
prizes for the most promising prototypes. For example, the World Food Programme 
(WFP) organised a Humanitarian Hackathon in 2019 in collaboration with the Belgian 
government and Hack Belgium Labs. During the two-day event, tech startups and 
social enterprises built prototypes to address humanitarian challenges. The winning 
teams had the opportunity to be reviewed by the WFP’s Innovation Accelerator. 

• Challenge Prizes are competitions where innovators are invited to submit solutions to a 
specific challenge. A jury of internal and external experts then evaluate each submitted 
solution and the winners get the opportunity to develop a prototype in collaboration 
with the third sector organisation. They often include multiple milestone events and 
are designed for longer-term outcomes. For example, Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) 
launched a challenge to tackle medical waste management and selected two winning 
startups to develop a pilot alongside MSF. 

Key challenge. While events are a good starting point to launch collaborative projects 
and to connect startups to employees or other partners, they often do not lead to the 
immediate development of new solutions. 

2.1.4  Procurement

How it works. Procuring services or products from startups can be a way for third sector 
organisations to access innovative technologies and business models. 

Examples. In many cases, procurement is transactional – for example, buying a new 
website or customer relationship management system. However, in more innovative cases 
– like procuring state-of-the-art technologies such as augmented reality and blockchain 
applications – intense collaboration may be needed to test and adapt a startup’s product 
or service to ensure a fit with existing systems. 

Key challenge. For large third sector organisations it can be hard to prove that the 
products/services provided by the startups are more suitable than those from more 
established/experienced companies. Procuring from startups also requires re-thinking 
procurement processes, including supplier registration systems and payment terms. Sales 
cycles in third sector organisations can be overwhelming, which makes it hard for startups 
to get a foot in the door, because they lack the resources to navigate these complex, 
lengthy processes. Moreover, startups do not have a financial buffer to wait for payments 
until after the service is delivered. Instead, a phased payments approach may need 
to be set up to help startups get cashflow, while managing the risk for the third sector 
organisation.
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2.1.5 Co-development

How it works. Co-development is a type of partnership to jointly specify, develop and/or 
pilot a novel solution. Many startups do not have a polished product or service yet, but 
work with the third sector to test and pivot their offering, ultimately to sell it to third sector 
organisations. 

Examples. Startups often seek advice from third sector organisations to understand 
whether their solution addresses a real need in the third sector. They will seek to run a 
pilot to understand if their solution works and where it can be improved. For example, 
Donaco, a startup that helps the third sector fundraise more efficiently, worked with 
various third sector organisations to test and pivot their product. In doing so, it gathered 
use cases and evidence to convince clients and investors of the value of their product. 

Key challenge. Some third sector organisations receive many, sometimes irrelevant, 
requests from startups, resulting in a startup fatigue among employees. Having a clear 
entry point with dedicated information for startups is important to manage these requests 
and ensure a better fit between what both parties have to offer. 

Case study 2: Keheala

About the startup

Name of startup  Keheala

Type For-profit startup

Short description Keheala is a digital health company that addresses the non-medical drivers of   
 disease

Launched 2014 

Collaboration description Keheala worked with various third sector organisations to test and pivot their   
 product, ultimately to sell it to the third sector

Funding • Grants from a development agency 
 • Revenue from third sector clients 
 • Private investment

Website www.keheala.com

Key tips

 • Understand the financing mechanisms of your 
third sector partner and its effect on your business 
model. Initially, Keheala wanted to set up a pay for 
performance scheme, so that the third sector would 
only pay for effective outcomes and could reduce risk. 
However, this model turned out to be incompatible with 
the grant-based funding of the third sector partner, so 
Keheala switched to a simpler business model.

 • Demonstrate evidence, have a go to market strategy 
and find good partners. Keheala’s strategy was 
to generate rigorous evidence, get it published in 
top medical journals and put it in front of top-level 
decision-makers because the medical community 
relies on evidence-based research.

http://www.keheala.com
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Case study 3: Alice 

About the startup

Name of startup  Alice

Type For-profit startup

Short description Alice is an impact finance platform, helping non-profits, governments, impact   
 investors and donors to identify effective social projects and scale them up in a   
 transparent manner

Launched 2016 

Collaboration description Alice worked with various third sector organisations to test and iterate their   
 product. Now they are increasingly working with impact investors and grant   
 makers, as well as the third sector

Funding • Grants 
 • Funding from a mix of impact investors and crypto-investors.  
 • Revenue from third sector and other clients (impact investors, grant makers

Website https://alice.si

Key tips

 • Approach charities strategically. Alice targeted a 
few specific charities that were used to doing proper, 
rigorous collection of impact data. They realised that 
many charities do not have the means or the systems 
or the need for Alice’s platform, so they only targeted 
those that have an appetite to streamline their 
impact performance management. 

 • Try different ways to adapt and find the best possible 
way to work with the third sector. Alice offered 
revenue sharing agreements and put a strong 
mission lock in their articles of association. 

 • Learn from startups that have failed and engage 
immediately with the third sector to talk about the 
idea and see whether it actually corresponds to a 
problem that the third sector can put resources behind.

‘On the charity side, there is a lot of fatigue, because they get so many 
requests from startups. Charities need to be clear about their objectives, very 
specific in their scope and what requirements startups need to meet in order 
to be relevant. At the moment, there is no clear path into a charity. You need 
clarity to ease the pressure on charities and startups.’ 

Nicky Johnston, Programme Manager, Health Foundry

https://alice.si
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2.1.6  Accelerators

How it works. Accelerators are intensive, selective, cohort-based programmes designed to 
help startups through their early stages.13 Support typically includes training, mentoring 
and peer-learning, usually provided for a fixed duration of some months. Funding may 
also be provided. By allowing access to the third sector organisation’s expertise, resources 
and connections, accelerators enable startups to develop more user-driven solutions and 
to speed-up market entry. 

Examples. Accelerators in the third sector typically are mission-oriented, aimed at 
creating innovative solutions to the challenges faced by the third sector’s beneficiaries. 
For example, the World Food Programme (WFP) Innovation Accelerator works with 
startups and other innovators to support and scale solutions to hunger worldwide. 
Specific programme features vary: the accelerator can be managed by the third sector 
organisation itself (Case study 4: Alzheimer’s Society) or in collaboration with a third party 
(Case study 5: the Children’s Society). Some offer equity-free funding (e.g. WFP Innovation 
Accelerator), others take equity or specify another return on their investment (e.g. the 
Nature Conservatory’s Techstars Sustainability Accelerator). 

Key challenge. Startups require tailored support that needs to be sourced from across 
the organisation. However, many third sector employees are grant-funded, so they can 
only commit their time to grant-related work. As a result, it can take a long time to source 
people with the relevant expertise from across the organisation. 

 

Case study 4: Alzheimer’s Society

About the startup

Name of programme  Alzheimer’s Society Accelerator Programme

Type In-house accelerator

Short description Alzheimer’s Society Accelerator Programme is an initiative to support innovators –  
 meaning engineers, designers, developers, entrepreneurs – anyone with a good   
 idea

Goal To accelerate the development of ideas into products or services that can benefit  
 thousands of people affected by dementia

Launched 2018

Type of startups All types, from early stage to ready to scale

Support offered to • Investment of up to £100,000  
startups  • 12-month programme with tailored support depending on the startup’s need, 
which   could include guidance on effective product development, securing further   
  investment, and benefiting from expertise and industry connections  
 • Opportunities to test and develop products with people affected by dementia, to  
  boost products to market and/or to scale

Location inside Research and Development – Innovation team  
Alzheimer’s Society

Website/other resources www.alzheimers.org.uk/research/our-research/accelerator-programme  
for startups

http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/research/our-research/accelerator-programme
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Lessons learned

Key benefits from working with startups

 • By collaborating with startups, Alzheimer’s Society 
is exposed to new ideas and can help develop them 
in the most appropriate way so they will have the 
biggest impact on people affected by dementia. 

 •Working with startups helps Alzheimer’s Society gain 
new skills and expertise.

Key programme features

Startup selection: Startups can apply regardless of 
their stage. The scope is broad, but startups need 
to demonstrate the impact on people affected by 
dementia. 

Process: Each startup is assigned a buddy from the 
Innovation team to assess the startup’s needs and offer 
tailored support. 

Outcomes: Alzheimer’s Society and successful 
applicants will discuss intellectual property and future 
revenues arrangements before an investment is made 
and the partnership begins. 

Key tips

 • Treat programmes as a true partnership and bring 
in third party support if needed. Create a network of 
experts to link startups to depending on what their 
needs are. 

 • It is important to think about generating a return on 
investment in addition to maximising impact in order 
to help Alzheimer’s Society move forward and re-
invest in the Accelerator to become sustainable as a 
programme.

 • Regularly give updates to the board of trustees and 
directors and share successes to gain their support 
and keep the momentum going.

‘I asked a group of our practitioners to support our startups as subject 
matter experts and advisors. It was hard for them to do this, both because 
they are very busy working with young people in crisis and often don’t have 
the space or time to dedicate elsewhere, but probably more importantly, 
their time is often paid for by commissioned contracts – from local 
authorities, for example. They can’t just choose to divert their time and 
attention elsewhere. Very often the lead-time to get people to be involved 
is a number of weeks, even months, so it is not like you can call on someone 
one week and the next week they are there in the thick of it, helping you.’ 

Kirsten Naudé, Director of New Ventures, the Children’s Society
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Case study 5: The Children’s Society

About the programme

Name of programme  The Children’s Society and Bethnal Green Ventures Partnership

Type Accelerator programme, run by external partner Bethnal Green Ventures (BGV) in  
 partnership with the Children’s Society 

Short description As a partner of BGV, the Children’s Society provides funding and mentoring   
 support to projects that align with their aim to create a world where all children are  
 safe, happy and free from disadvantage

Goal Creating more impact for young people, particularly digitally, by working with   
 startups  

Launched 2017 

Type of startups Early-stage startups

Support offered to Up to £20,000 grant provided by the Children’s Society for the space on the 
startups accelerator programme. 
 12-week accelerator programme run by BGV, including:
 1.  Learning: A tailored three-month programme of workshops, talks and 1:1   
  mentoring
 2.  Life-long support: Life-long support and the opportunity for follow-on funding  
  from BGV
 3.  Peer support: Valuable support from a community of 200+ tech for good   
  founders
 4. Mentoring: Regular connections with a network of 90+ mentors and advisors   
  Including experts within the Children’s Society
 5. Partnerships: Additional support from expert partners that The Children’s Society  
  connected startups with, in the sector
 6. Connections: Introductions and 1:1 meetings with investors and industry experts
 7. Office space: A creative working environment and free office space in London  
  during the programme both at BGV and the Children’s Society offices
 8. Opportunities to design solutions in collaboration with the Children’s Society’s  
  network of young people and practitioners

Location inside Children’s New Ventures/Digital  
Society

Website/other resources 
for startups

An example of the call-out to startups:  
bethnalgreenventures.com/blog/using-technology-to-improve-the-lives-of-young-
people 
About the launch of the partnership:  
bethnalgreenventures.com/blog/the-childrens-society-and-bgv-launch-new-
partnership-to-support-startups-helping-vulnerable-young-people 
A blog from one of the programme assistants from the Children’s Society: 
www.childrenssociety.org.uk/news-and-blogs/our-blog/using-technology-to-help-
young-people-improve-their-mental-wellbeing

http://bethnalgreenventures.com/blog/using-technology-to-improve-the-lives-of-young-people
http://bethnalgreenventures.com/blog/using-technology-to-improve-the-lives-of-young-people
http://bethnalgreenventures.com/blog/the-childrens-society-and-bgv-launch-new-partnership-to-support-startups-helping-vulnerable-young-people
http://bethnalgreenventures.com/blog/the-childrens-society-and-bgv-launch-new-partnership-to-support-startups-helping-vulnerable-young-people
http://www.childrenssociety.org.uk/news-and-blogs/our-blog/using-technology-to-help-young-people-improve-their-mental-wellbeing
http://www.childrenssociety.org.uk/news-and-blogs/our-blog/using-technology-to-help-young-people-improve-their-mental-wellbeing
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Lessons learned

Key benefits from working with startups

 • The Children’s Society can learn from startups’ agile 
ways of working and business development methods. 

 •Working with startups allows the Children’s Society 
to look beyond current strategies.

 • The Children’s Society is able to develop future 
partnerships with startups to explore novel impact 
and funding opportunities.

Key programme features

Startup selection: There is an online call twice a year. 
The Children’s Society decides on the selection criteria 
together with BGV. The Children’s Society has an 
internal system to help identify potential focus areas, a 
‘problems pipeline’ upon which the call-out is focused.

Process: There is no dedicated team to work with 
startups, but a senior manager assigns a project 
team from across the organisation depending on the 
startup’s needs. The project team is usually made 
up of a co-ordinator, a digital manager, a group of 
subject matter experts (children and young people 

practitioners, designers, innovation and marketing 
experts).

Outcomes: The Children’s Society does not expect a 
return on investment and does not take equity. The 
focus is on increasing the positive social impact on 
young people.

Key tips

 •Working with external partners like law firms or 
social investment intermediaries can be useful, when 
there are not yet the in-house resources or expertise 
to do due diligence or invest in startups. 

 • It is important to have the right risk appetite and 
the willingness to try something new, with particular 
importance of buy-in and ownership at the trustee 
level. It also helps to have a senior leader who is 
sponsoring and monitoring the programme and can 
work closely with trustees to keep them informed. 

 •Working with startups can be done – it is not 
impossible. You need to experiment, test the waters 
and find out what programme is right for you. 

2.1.7  Investments

How it works. Investment in external startups can be a quicker and more cost-effective 
way to obtain new technologies and capabilities, compared to carrying out internal 
research and development. Third sector investment funds tend to mimic the approach of 
commercial venture capital funds: startups become a part of a portfolio of investees, and 
typically receive additional business and tech support. 

Examples. Some third sector organisations manage their own investment funds, others 
contribute to funds managed by external parties, or both. For example, Cancer Research 
UK offers three levels of funding to startups (and other innovators) to accelerate the 
development of new cancer medicines: the first level is project development funding up 
to £20,000 to experiment or validate new ideas; the second level is a £10 million seed 
fund that typically invests around £250,000 to £500,000 per startup in order to catalyse 
startups’ activities and prepare them to attract capital from commercial investors; the 
final level is through a strategic partnership with a life science venture capital fund that 
totals £250 million. 
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‘We invest in startups that are developing open source technologies to 
improve the lives of children. The return of our investment is then measured 
by the open source technology that has been created, and not by its 
financial return. If we decide to make an investment in a frontier tech startup 
that is working well in one country, we want that solution to scale in multiple 
countries and impact more people – the scaling possibility is easier with 
open source technologies. The idea of the fund is to support startups that 
can quickly learn from a community of open source solutions and grow into 
digital public goods.’ 

Cecilia Chapiro, Investment Adviser and Blockchain Portfolio Manager, UNICEF Innovation Fund

Many investment funds focus on early-stage startups, but some also seek to address the 
gap in middle and later-stage funding. For example, Elrha’s Humanitarian Innovation 
Fund is an independent grant-making programme that funds and supports innovation 
in the humanitarian community and targets innovators at every stage of the innovation 
process. 

The innovation benefits resulting from investments can outweigh financial returns, 
which is why many third sector organisations do not prioritise a financial return on 
their investment. Instead, they may set non-financial targets. For example, the UNICEF 
Innovation Fund requires startups in their investment portfolio to develop open source 
solutions to foster collaboration and scalability (Case study 6). Third sector organisations 
that do specify a financial return on their investment do so through equity, convertible 
debt investments, licensing of the resulting IP and/or revenue-sharing deals (Table 6). 

Key challenge. Investing in startups requires dedicated financial, commercial and legal 
expertise, but many third sector organisations do not have the capacity to recruit a team 
of experts. Moreover, when third sector organisations take equity investments, they are 
commiting to a long-term relationship that needs to be managed and planned for. 
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Case study 6: UNICEF

About the programme

Name of programme  UNICEF Innovation Fund

Type Investment 

Short description The UNICEF Innovation Fund is a pooled funding vehicle to quickly assess, fund   
 and grow open source solutions that have been developed in new and emerging  
 markets

Goal Help UNICEF innovate with emerging technologies, by financing early-stage, open  
 source technologies that can benefit children  

Launched 2016 

Type of startups Tech startups from new and emerging markets 

Support offered to • Up to $100,000 equity-free seed investments 
startups • Access to UNICEF’s resources and connections, management and technical   
  support, visibility, a platform to test and scale solutions. 
 • Startups become part of a cohort and may enter in a long-term agreement with  
  UNICEF upon graduation from the programme

Location inside UNICEF UNICEF Innovation

Website/other resources unicefinnovationfund.org    
for startups

Lessons learned

Key benefits from working with startups

 •Working with startups offers UNICEF a new way of 
solving problems. 

 • UNICEF can adopt new solutions faster than if they 
were developed in-house.

 • UNICEF can learn from startups and get exposed to 
innovative technologies.

Key programme features

Startup selection: Every four months, the fund chooses 
a focus area relating to a specific technology (e.g. data 
science) and application (e.g. job matching). Startups 
that are selected stay in the portfolio for one year.

Process: Startups in the portfolio receive financial 
and non-financial support. Startups develop and test 
their solutions in close collaboration with UNICEF. 
They also become part of a cohort of startups and are 
encouraged to collaborate with other startups in their 
cohort.

Outcomes: The fund does not require a financial return 
on the investment. The return is measured around the 
open source technology that the companies generate 
throughout the investment period. The fund also 
wants to foster collaboration among the open source 
solutions that live in its portfolio, trying to facilitate the 
creation of platforms that can be scaled more easily 
across countries and benefit more people. UNICEF 
tracks startups and technologies after graduation.

Key tips

 • Testing and prototyping is important. Work on 
building a minimal viable product and test it quickly. 

 • Startups need a structured approach. A lot of time 
needs to be spent early on to assess what the 
startups’ needs are. 

 • Designing metrics is key. Clear goals and milestones 
are needed so it is clear what the startups are 
working towards. 

http://unicefinnovationfund.org
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2.1.8  Acquisitions

How it works. In the private sector, acquiring startups can be a quick way to access 
complementary technologies or capabilities to solve specific business problems and enter 
new markets. Corporates also ‘acqui-hire’: buying a startup in order to access its talent, 
as opposed to its technology or other assets. For startups, being acquired is an important 
exit route with significant pay-offs for the founders (and investors). 

However, these patterns do not fully apply to the third sector. Startups have less incentive 
to exit because the pay-offs are lower and third sector organisations have fewer incentives 
to make risky acquisitions. As a result, startup acquisitions rarely happen. When they do 
happen, third sector organisations can access new capabilities to increase their reach 
and impact in a much quicker way than developing these capabilities from scratch. It also 
provides them with access to new business models and commercial insights. 

Key challenge. Acquiring startups requires high levels of resource commitment and the 
right risk appetite of the senior executive team and trustees. Without top-level support 
backed by finance, it will be difficult to deliver and scale the acquired startup. Acquisitions 
also require extensive due diligence. 

Case study 7: Save the Children Australia

About the programme

Name of programme  Mergers and Activity

Type Mergers and acquisitions 

Short description Save the Children Australia uses mergers and acquisitions to create greater impact  
 and leverage economies of scale

Goal • Scale up innovations to increase their impact 
 • Build new capabilities to broaden and strengthen programmes.  
 • Access technologies to deliver services more efficiently and effectively

First M&A 2015 

Type of startups For-profits, social enterprises and not-for-profits 

Support offered to • With the resources and reach of Save the Children Australia, the acquired startup 
startups   is better set up to scale its solutions nationally and internationally 
 • Acquired startups get tailored support from employees across the organisation  
  depending on their needs

Location inside Save the Finance and Shared Services  
Children Australia
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Lessons learned

Key benefits from working with startups

 • By building on an existing startup, solutions can be 
scaled more quickly than when they are built from 
scratch and grown organically.

 • Save the Children Australia can quickly access new 
capabilities in areas where there is a strategic need 
to build new skills.

 • By acquiring for-profit startups and social 
enterprises, Save the Children Australia can adopt 
new and more sustainable business models. 

Key programme features

Startup selection: Startups whose operating, revenue 
and impact models is different from Save the Children 
Australia. The impact model needs to be aligned, 
but different. Startups are selected that can address 
a specific capability gap within Save the Children 
Australia. 

Process: Acquired startups have their own brand 
and board, but are owned by Save the Children 
Australia. Save the Children Australia then leverages 
its resources to make sure the startup can scale. 

There is no specific team dedicated to M&As, but the 
Head of Strategy pulls in resources from across the 
organisation depending on the startup’s needs.

Outcomes: Save the Children Australia has a 
controlling interest in all the acquired startups. Profits 
flow back to the charity, but when the venture is 
closely aligned to how Save the Children Australia 
delivers impact, they keep investing in it without a 
profit motive in order to maximise impact. 

Key tips

 • It is important to be very disciplined in the due 
diligence stage and to be prepared to walk away 
when it does not look quite right. It can be useful 
to bring in external expertise to strengthen the due 
diligence approach.

 • Do not underestimate the role of organisational 
culture and manage the integration between the 
organisations well to ensure value is not lost.

 •Without funding and CEO sponsorship, it will be hard 
to set up M&A activities. The CEO needs to be willing 
to take risks and back this up with finance. 

2.1.9  Creating startups

How it works. In addition to supporting external startups, third sector organisations can 
also launch their own startup. Creating a new venture allows third sector organisations 
to develop solutions that do not normally fit in-house, because they may be too 
transformational or risky. By becoming a shareholder in the venture, third sector 
organisations can also diversify their income streams and reduce their dependence on 
traditional fundraising. The ventures that are created tend to be social enterprises that re-
invest their profit in the third sector. 

Examples. Some third sector organisations have set up ventures by themselves. For 
example, Versus Arthritis set up a standalone commercial venture in which the charity is 
the sole shareholder (Case study 8). In other cases, third sector organisations join forces 
to share the risk of creating a new venture and create a space for experimentation. 
For example, Good Lab is a collaboration of leading charities, industry experts and 
innovators to design new ways for charities to fund their work and deliver their mission.14 
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The initiative was set up by Good Innovation and involved 12 pioneering charities, such 
as the British Red Cross, Save the Children, UNICEF and WaterAid. The collaboration 
created, developed and tested around 40 concepts across multiple topics, such as the 
sharing economy and the future of work, resulting in four mission-led ventures. The charity 
partners have an equity stake in each of these ventures. One of the ventures is onHand, 
a mobile app that matches vetted volunteers to older adults that need help. In exchange 
for an hour of care, a payment of ten pounds is made of which 80 per cent is donated to 
charity. 

Key challenge. Setting up a standalone venture requires blending the third sector with 
the private sector, which comes with many challenges. If a single charity is 100 per cent 
shareholder in the commercial venture, the venture legally becomes a subsidiary. As a 
result, it is subject to the Charity Commission’s regulations concerning personal benefits 
and managing risks, which is counter to the typical approach of a commercial venture 
that seeks to scale. A report by Good Innovation highlights other challenges that arise 
when third sector organisations collaborate to set up new ventures, in terms of hiring and 
incentivising founders; aligning third sector, social impact and commercial investors; and 
avoiding a loss of control over the new venture.14 

‘We agreed that the new venture should be at arm’s length; even the trustees 
recognised this. However, setting up a standalone, commercial company 
when the charity is 100 per cent shareholder, actually just makes it another 
trading subsidiary, which then makes it subject to Charity Commission 
governance. This then shifts the thinking towards de-risking rather than 
opportunity-taking. We wanted to let the new venture do its thing, hire 
the right people, think and behave in an entrepreneurial way and not take 
up too much resource from the charity. The reality is that, because of the 
governance requirements, particularly during set-up, it was immensely time 
consuming.’

Charlotte Guiver, Director of Income Generation, Versus Arthritis
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Case study 8: Versus Arthritis

About the programme

Type Create startups 

Short description Versus Arthritis set up an arms-length social venture that designs, manufactures  
 and sells products for and with people with arthritis. 

Goal Grow income portfolio and customer base  

Launched Started the process in 2017, startup to be launched in 2020 

Type of startups Social enterprise 

Support offered to • First round funding for 18 months 
startups • Versus Arthritis identified a market gap with scaling potential for the newly 
created   startup 
 • Versus Arthritis’ relationships and expertise can help the startup design better   
  products and reach potential customers

Location inside Versus The startup was set up to operate at arm’s length, with separate branding to the  
Arthritis charity. However, since the charity is 100 per cent shareholder in the startup, legally  
 it is a subsidiary, which makes it subject to the Charity Commission governance. As  
 a result, in reality, the charity had to be closely involved in the governance and   
 some decision-making. 

Website www.arthr.com

Lessons learned

Key benefits from working with startups

 • It created a clear example for how the charity can 
innovate and do things differently. The learnings 
from this process and the commercial, agile way in 
which the startup is operating can be applied across 
the organisation.

 • Versus Arthritis’ innovative thinking received positive 
feedback from the sector.

Key programme features

Startup selection: Versus Arthritis worked with 
an external partner, Good Innovation, to identify 
commercial opportunities. They identified a clear 
market gap and decided to create a commercial 
venture to address this gap. 

Process: Versus Arthritis did a two-week design sprint 
with four external design agencies and people with 
arthritis, resulting in 20 product designs that filled 
an unmet need for people with arthritis. They then 
set up a dummy online shop to test selling potential 

alongside some low-cost online marketing to drive web 
traffic.

Outcomes: Versus Arthritis is currently the sole 
shareholder. Profits will go back to the charity to help 
it achieve its mission. Future funding rounds may 
include other venture funders.

Key tips

 • Understand your organisation’s risk appetite to 
innovation early on.

 • Generate real market evidence to support the 
business case to the Board of Trustees. 

 •Working with external partners can speed up the 
process. If Versus Arthritis had to assign internal 
teams and resources to create the startup, it would 
not have gone as quickly. 

 • Creating a standalone startup with separate 
branding was important from a product liability 
perspective in order to mitigate potential 
reputational or financial risks for the charity.

http://www.arthr.com
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2.2.  Considerations in programme design 

Regardless of the collaboration mode, key decisions need to be made about which types 
of startups to engage with, how to engage with them and which outcomes to expect. 
The cases highlight different approaches to each of these considerations which are 
summarised below. 

2.2.1  Startup selection

What stage should startups be in? Some third sector organisations choose to focus on 
early-stage startups (Case study 6: UNICEF Innovation Fund), while others are open to all 
stages and tailor their support to the startup’s needs (Case study 4: Alzheimer’s Society). 

Startups at different stages require different types of support. Early-stage startups tend 
to have an idea or a prototype, but need support to develop, test and pivot their solution. 
Later-stage startups have a finished product and a proven business model, but need help 
with accessing the market and/or scaling their solutions. These different needs require 
different approaches and expertise, but also influence the types of outcomes that can 
be expected. Early-stage startups are more risky to engage with, because it is harder to 
assess whether the business will succeed and whether it will generate a return. 

What will be the focus area? Most programmes set relatively broad criteria and work 
with startups that can demonstrate how their solution will help the third sector achieve 
its mission. For example, Alzheimer’s Society’s accelerator programme invites innovators 
to apply that can demonstrate the impact on people affected by dementia (Case study 
4). Other organisations set a more specific focus that may vary by cohort. The UNICEF 
Innovation fund chooses a different focus area relating to a specific technology (e.g. 
blockchain) and application (e.g. money transfer) for each cohort they fund (Case study 6).

In choosing focus areas, third sector organisations may experience a trade-off between 
getting exposed to new ideas that they may have not considered before versus finding 
a solution to a well-defined problem and being able to specify outcomes. For example, 
the Children’s Society accelerator programme experimented with broad versus narrow 
criteria for their accelerator programme and found that a broad scope worked better for 
them (Case study 5). In contrast, Friends of the Earth in hindsight found that the selection 
criteria for their startup-in-residence programme were too broad, which made it hard to 
capture relevant outcomes for the organisation and for the startup (Case study 1). 
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2.2.2  Collaboration process

How will the startup interact with the wider organisation? Programmes to work with 
startups tend to sit within innovation teams in third sector organisations. These teams 
usually are the entry point for startups and help startups plan and structure their needs. 
They also play an important co-ordinating role to connect the startups to the appropriate 
experts in- and outside of the organisation. Some organisations appoint a dedicated 
relationship manager or innovation buddy to facilitate the connections between the 
startup and internal employees (Case study 1 and 4: Friends of the Earth, Alzheimer’s 
Society).

Will other partners be involved? Some third sector organisations involve external partners 
in their startup programmes to provide extra support or expertise that they may not have 
in-house or that would be too slow to source from within the organisation. For example, 
the Children’s Society runs an accelerator programme with an external partner, Bethnal 
Green Ventures (Case study 5). Versus Arthritis worked with Good Innovation to identify 
commercial opportunities (Case study 8). Realising they do not have all expertise in-house, 
Alzheimer’s Society aims to create an innovation network of external experts they can tap 
into to provide tailored support to the startups in their programme (Case study 4).

2.2.3 Expected outcomes

What will be the return on investment? In many cases, third sector organisations do 
not expect a financial return and derive value in other ways, such as by improving their 
innovation processes or rejuvenating their internal culture (Case study 5: the Children’s 
Society). Some organisations also set non-financial returns, such as the development of 
open source technology (Case study 6: UNICEF Innovation Fund).

However, there is a growing awareness that if there is going to be a financial benefit for 
startups in the future, it is appropriate that the third sector organisations that supported 
them receive a share, although it is not the primary mission of the third sector. Such 
shared outcomes are also important to foster commitment on both sides, otherwise the 
collaboration risks losing relevance, resulting in a lack of mutual value creation. This was 
the case for the startup in residence programme set up by Friends of the Earth (Case 
study 1). When the startup joined the organisation, there was no groundwork set in terms 
of contract and outcome specifications. As a result, different departments could not see 
the benefit of working with the startup and it was hard to keep the relationship on track.

Specifying clear outcomes early on together with the startup is important to sustain the 
relationship. However, as mentioned in Section 3.2.2, typical value-sharing mechanisms 
such as equity investments or IP licensing can be difficult to set up in the third sector. 
Table 4 lists alternative value-sharing mechanisms that have emerged to overcome 
some of these difficulties, although many of those also come with new challenges for the 
startup and/or the third sector organisation. For more detailed information on different 
financial tools to support innovation, see Nesta’s practice guide on funding innovation.15
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Table 4: Value-sharing mechanisms between the third sector and startups.

What will happen after the programme? Many collaborations result in longer-term 
relationships between the third sector organisation and the startup. For startups, 
participating in an accelerator programme or receiving an investment from third sector 
organisations can result in a long-term agreement. Some startups also join collaboration 
programmes as part of a cohort, which creates a network of potential future collaborators 
and supporters. Some third sector organisations keep tracking the impact of the startups 
they supported after the collaboration. For example, the UNICEF Innovation Fund 
(Case study 6) developed a model to track startups, and in particular the open source 
technology that the startups have developed and made available to the world.

DescriptionMechanism Potential challenges

The third sector organisation receives a share 
in the startup, which may generate income if 
the third sector organisation sells its shares or 
if the startup becomes profit making. 

Grants are converted to equity or repaid if 
the startup is successful and achieves certain 
targets. 

The startup gives a share of the IP that arises 
to the third sector organisation as a result of 
the third sector organisation’s input or funding.

The startup makes a one-time commitment 
to donate a percentage of their profits to the 
third sector organisation.

The startup shares a percentage of its revenue 
with the third sector organisation for a period 
of time.

The startup charges higher rates to 
commercial clients and lower rates to third 
sector organisations.

The startup offers its product or services to 
third sector organisations at a discounted rate. 

The startup offers the third sector organisation 
free training or pro bono work.

The startup develops open source technologies 
to ensure the third sector organisation can 
easily scale the solutions across countries.

Equity

Convertible loans

Licensing of IP

Founder pledges

Revenue 
participation

Revenue transfer

Discounted deal

Non commercial 

Open source

Managing equity requires a long-term 
commitment and expertise.

Dilution by later investment may lead to loss of 
control (though ‘golden shares’ can be used to 
grant veto rights regardless of dilution). 

Startups might be reluctant to give away 
equity, as it is likely to discourage later-stage 
investors.

Requires a long-term commitment from the 
third sector organisation and expertise to set 
realistic targets.

The third sector organisation may lack the 
commercial and legal expertise to deal with IP.

Usually a very small percentage (1 or 2 per 
cent).

May discourage later-stage investors.

Negative cash flow impact on startups. 

Risks diluting the startup’s effort.

Startups take a margin hit.

For the third sector organisation, it may be 
hard to recoup investment.

High opportunity cost for time that is not spent 
directly on building the business.

Startups need to redefine the value of their 
business in terms of their execution, branding 
and relationships rather than their technology.
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3. Why aren’t we seeing   
 more of this?
Collaborating with startups for the purpose of innovation is not straightforward. For 
startups and third sector organisations alike, different types of barriers may hinder the 
process of initiating and carrying out collaboration (Figure 1). 

Many barriers are institutional: they are deeply rooted in traditional third sector practices, 
norms and regulations. These barriers can be hard for individual organisations to 
overcome, but require sector-level changes before widespread collaboration with startups 
can occur.

Other barriers – internal or relational – can be addressed by individual third sector 
organisations and startups, if there is a clear need for and mutual commitment to 
collaboration. For examples of how third sector organisations and startups are able to 
overcome these barriers, see Section 2. 

Figure 3: Overview of different types of barriers to effective collaboration, adapted 
from ‘Scaling Together’ (Nesta 2016).

Internal barriers

Culture, strategy, etc.

Third sector
organisation

Startup or
scale-up

Internal barriers

Relational barriers

Misaligned needs
approaches, motivations, etc.

Institutional barriers

Legislation, risk aversion, legal, etc.
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3.1.  Institutional barriers

3.1.1  Lack of funding

Relatively small budgets. Funding in the third sector is a first barrier to startup 
collaboration. Budgets tend to be small compared to the private sector. To illustrate, the 
51 largest charities in the UK (all with annual incomes of more than £100 million) spent 
a total of £11.1 billion in 2016/2017: 64 per cent on charitable activities, 19 per cent on 
grants, 17 per cent on fundraising activities and less than 1 per cent on governance.16 In 
comparison, in 2016, the top 10 UK corporate research and development (R&D) spenders 
(all with an income of more than £1 billion) spent £13.6 billion on R&D alone.17 In other 
words, the top ten UK corporate R&D spenders spend more on R&D alone than the largest 
51 UK charities’ combined spend in total. 

Hard to unlock money for innovation. Even when charities have relatively large budgets, it 
can be hard to unlock resources for innovation and startup collaboration.

Often, there is a lack of flexible capital (unrestricted income) that can easily be directed 
to working with startups, because funds have a designated purpose (restricted income). 
Many third sector organisations do not have dedicated budgets for innovation. Moreover, 
when a budget for innovation exists, there may be hurdles to spending this on for-profit 
startups. By law, charities need to demonstrate that sufficient public benefit can be 
derived as a result of funding a for-profit startup, and that any personal benefit to the 
startup (or its owners) is limited to what is necessary and incidental to achieving that 
public benefit (Section 3.1.2). 

Third sector organisations often are grant-funded themselves – for example by the 
government or by other third sector organisations. This further complicates startup 
collaboration, because employees who are working on specific grant-funded projects 
cannot easily be mobilised to work with startups. More broadly, when projects are grant-
funded, spending is pre-specified and cannot be allocated to working with startups. 
Moreover, grant funding incentivises organisations to spend the grant in full, but it does 
not necessarily incentivise them to spend the grant in the most efficient and cost effective 
way. It may even dis-incentivise organisations to invest in cost-saving solutions. 

R&D spend of ten largest UK corporate 
R&D spenders 

£13.6 billion

Total spend of 51 largest  
UK charities

£11.1 billion >
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‘Initially we wanted to minimise the risk for the third sector, so we offered 
them to “pay for performance” – to only let them pay for the outcomes they 
wanted in the first place – which to most people sounds like a no-brainer. 

But the challenge has to do with grant financing. Most third sector 
organisations are grant financed, so they may have a £200K grant to spend 
on digital health and I could say to them: “If every patient we serve succeeds 
it will cost you £200K, but if some amount of them fail, which they will, then 
you are going to have cost savings.” 

For any other organisation, cost savings are a great thing, but in the eyes 
of their funders they are going to get penalised if they did not spend their 
whole grant. So for that reason we moved away from “pay for performance” 
and have just simplified it to fixed monthly pricing so they know exactly 
what they are paying for.’

Jon Rathauser, Founder, Keheala

Limited investment options and investor reluctance. Startups that work with the third 
sector often struggle to find external funding. It can be difficult for startups to attract 
investment from traditional commercial venture capitalists, because these investors may 
perceive limited financial returns from investing in these startups; may not see a clear 
path to exit; and/or they may be aware of the barriers in the sector that make it hard for 
startups to thrive. Although the numbers of social investment and ‘tech-for-good’ investors 
are increasing, there remains a gap, particularly in the range of £100,000 to £1 million.14 
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3.1.2  Legal restrictions

Third sector organisations have regulatory and legal obligations which vary widely by 
context, location and the type of organisation. In the UK, charities and their trustees 
are subject to certain legal duties and regulations. The Charity Commission publishes 
guidance to assist charities in complying with their legal duties and regulations. These 
regulations and the Charity Commission’s guidance further shape charities’ incentives and 
ability to innovate and work with startups. 

Public and personal benefit. Under UK charity law, a charity can only operate to advance 
a purpose that is for the public benefit.18 The purpose must benefit the public in general 
(or a sufficient section of the public) and, to the extent that there is any personal benefit 
(e.g. to a specific organisation or individual), this must be limited to what is necessary and 
incidental to achieving that public benefit. Trustees have a legal duty to ensure the charity 
abides by this public benefit requirement, and must report annually on how the charity’s 
activities advance its purposes and the public benefit. If trustees fail to comply with their 
legal duties in this respect, they may incur personal financial liability (e.g. to reimburse the 
charity for funds that were inappropriately spent). 

The personal benefit issue can be a difficult one for charities to navigate. For example, 
if a for-profit startup receives a grant to develop a product or service, that grant could 
result in an increase in profits and potential distribution of those profits (and therefore 
a personal benefit) to the startup’s shareholders. Charities therefore need to have an 
appropriate grant agreement in place with the startup to ensure the grant is only used in 
line with the charity’s purposes and (where necessary) to impose appropriate conditions 
that ensure the balance between public and personal benefit is maintained at an 
acceptable level.19 

Similarly, if the charity makes an equity investment in a startup, trustees need to ensure 
there is a clear correlation between the startup’s mission and the charity’s purposes, and 
that no excessive personal benefit is derived as a result of the investment. Some charities 
may invest through their own trading arm, if this is a wholly owned subsidiary limited 
company, but this can be complicated and may result in tax liabilities if the venture 
becomes profitable. 

Trustees have a duty to avoid exposing the charity to undue risk. The Charity Commission 
defines a risk as anything that could prevent the charity achieving its aims or carrying out 
its operations, including damage to its reputation or financial loss due to inappropriate 
investments. Trustees must identify risks, make decisions about how to respond to them 
and make an appropriate statement about the charity’s risk management in the annual 
return. The Charity Commission provides guidance to assist trustees in complying with 
their legal duty to avoid exposing the charity to undue risk. In contrast, there is no Charity 
Commission guidance about how trustees can support or encourage innovation, growth or 
increasing impact. 

Regulations on how charities can invest. Charities can invest in a number of ways: 
financial investment, impact-related investment or mixed motive investment. Depending 
on which type of investment the charity is pursuing, there are different regulatory 
requirements with which it will need to comply. The charity’s options may also be 
impacted by the nature and source of the funds being invested. If a charity wants to invest 
in startups to deliver its mission, the investment criteria will be different than if it wants to 
invest in a startup to generate income. It can be complex to navigate the regulations in 
this area and expert legal advice is likely to be required.
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3.1.3  Attitudes to risk

All innovation entails uncertainties, and so working with innovative startups inevitably 
carries risk. Such risks are institutionally discouraged in the third sector, driven by trustee 
regulations that dis-incentivise risk, as well by the high opportunity costs of spending 
limited funds, and the fear of adverse publicity or donor perceptions. 

Trustees often are risk averse. Trustees have a legal duty to avoid exposing the charity 
to undue risk (Section 3.1.2). As a result, trustees’ approach to risk management tends 
towards risk minimisation rather than judicious risk taking and innovation. Moreover, 
according to UK Charity Commission research, many boards of trustees lack diversity in 
terms of gender, ethnicity and age.20 This might conceivably lead to a lack of cognitive 
diversity in terms of new perspectives and ways of problem-solving. In such cases, 
innovative approaches such as working with startups may be disfavoured or dismissed 
compared to traditional approaches. 

High opportunity costs. Funding risky projects is hard for third sector organisations, 
because those funds could be used to directly impact beneficiaries. Moreover, the 
consequences of failure can be high and may directly affect people’s lives. For this reason, 
many third sector organisations prefer the tried-and-tested approaches of established 
partners over risky new projects with startups.21 

Of course, this ignores the large opportunity cost of not trying something new that could 
lead to greater impact in the long term. However, this potential upside is usually much less 
tangible – and, as discussed below, the risks of not innovating (which, in the commercial 
sector, include being fatally out-manoeuvered by competitors) are often much less 
apparent.

Risk of reputational damage if the collaboration fails. Many third sector organisations 
are funded by institutional donors and/or the general public, both of which have 
expectations for how their money is spent. If third sector organisations spend these funds 
on risky projects that fail, they may stand accused by donors or the media of wasting 
money. This, in turn, may affect future donations. 

‘Private sector businesses and investors can often take risks, because they 
can invest in ten projects and [afford that] only one will be successful, but 
charities will be scrutinised by the press and the government if they are to 
use resources in that manner. As a result, there are more barriers to taking 
what would be perceived as a risk.’ 

Richard Williams, former Director of Enterprise, National Council for Voluntary Organisations
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3.2.  Relational barriers

Even when third sector organisations want to work with startups (and vice versa), 
various relational barriers can obstruct collaboration. These include misaligned needs, 
approaches and profit orientations. On top of this, it can be hard to create win-win 
collaborations where both parties benefit fairly. 

3.2.1  Misalignment between startups and the third sector

Misaligned needs and values. Startups often need access to the third sector’s expertise, 
networks and resources in order to test and adapt their solutions. However, many 
third sector organisations do not have the time or resources to support startups in 
this way. Moreover, testing new solutions in the field can be risky and costly for third 
sector organisations, so they need some evidence that the solution will work before it is 
tested. For startups it is hard to generate this type of evidence to convince third sector 
organisations that they have a reliable solution. Because of this ‘catch 22’ problem, third 
sector organisations tend to prefer to work with more established organisations that have 
a proven track record.

In addition, organisations may clash over core values. For example, many third sector 
organisations approach particular problems from an ‘ethics first’ perspective, which 
prioritises rigorous ethical thinking, while many startups may approach from a ‘technology 
first’ perspective, which prioritises speed and effectiveness. These differences can become 
manifest in, for example, data ethics. Startups may want to access data from third sector 
organisations, but the latter may be reluctant to share data on beneficiaries if they are 
not convinced that the data will be handled in an ethical way. 

Table 5: Differences between third sector organisations and startups.

Third sector organisations Startup

Reliable, proven, ethical solutions

Use outdated tech and are locked in existing 
systems

Need to de-risk innovation

No personal benefit

Non-profits are more appealing

Emphasis on mission, values and impact

Needs

Innovation

Profit orientation

Use of language

Test and adapt solutions quickly

Develop radical and risky innovations 

For profit because they want to work with 
commercial entities and investors

Emphasis on profitable business models and 
investment
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Different approaches to innovation. Innovation is deeply rooted in startups’ behaviour, 
methods and solutions. In contrast, third sector organisations tend to innovate out of 
necessity, with innovation not yet deeply ingrained in organisational processes and 
behaviours. Many third sector organisations are still working with outdated technologies 
or lack awareness of how new technologies could benefit them: for example, 59 per cent 
of UK charities are not confident that their organisation is making the best use of digital 
technologies.22 As a result, the innovative solutions that startups provide often do not fit 
within the third sector’s existing systems or expertise. 

Cultural divide between sectors. Startups – at least, as we are defining them in this report 
– have a for-profit purpose. Moreover, the venture capital model of startup investment 
typically involves aggressive growth, maximising returns and exiting. This approach is 
at odds with the third sector’s ethos, as well as UK charity law. These differences may 
create suspicion around the motivations of startups, and also result in different ways of 
measuring success: each party inherently pursues different outcomes, which may result in 
a clash of motivations, or at least different visions of what success looks like. 

Different use of language. As well as different motives, the vocabulary used by startups 
and third sector organisations may differ considerably, and hinder the building of a 
relationship. For example, terms such as ‘business models’ and ‘profits’ are common in the 
startup world,23 but can be frowned upon in the third sector. As a result, the third sector 
can be wary of startups and may perceive them as not sufficiently mission-oriented or 
aligned with their values. Together with a broader lack of understanding of how the other 
sector operates, this can result in a culture clash between parties. 

3.2.2  Lack of clear value exchange

Both parties are budget constrained, undermining the exchange of complementary 
resources. On both sides, there is often a lack of understanding what both partners can 
realistically provide given their budget constraints. As mentioned above, third sector 
organisations often struggle to allocate funds for innovation, especially for high-risk 
innovations and the exploration of ‘next practices’ as opposed to safer, more incremental 
innovation and existing ‘good practices’. Likewise, startups do not have the budget to 
pay third sector organisations for their expertise or resources, nor do they often have the 
capacity to provide expertise or pilots for free. These constraints make it difficult to bring 
partnerships to fruition. 

‘The third sector organisation was asking for this huge amount of effort from 
a small tech startup. They assumed I could just build the solution, but I didn’t 
have the staff or money to do it. It was nice of them to recognise me and 
my company, but there was no budget behind it, so I wasn’t able to actually 
create change and it didn’t grow my business necessarily; I only sat in some 
meetings in exchange.’ 

Josh Thomas, Chief Innovation Officer, Brandwidth
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Lack of shared outcomes and ownership. By taking an equity stake, private sector 
investors and entrepreneurs have somewhat aligned goals: both benefit from the growth 
in value of the startup (although this alignment is often imperfect). However, it is relatively 
rare for third sector organisations to negotiate equity – or any other return mechanism, 
such as a share of any arising intellectual property (IP) – in exchange for their support. 
Many third sector organisations deliberately do not take equity or IP, because it implies 
a risky, long-term commitment that needs to be managed, or because they do not have 
the legal and commercial expertise to do it. In some cases, there may be an ideological 
opposition to intellectual property, based on the belief that greater public benefit is 
obtained by not patenting. 

The short-term effect of these misaligned incentives may be disagreement over the 
strategy or the goals of a collaboration. The longer-term effect is that many third sector 
organisations may be missing opportunities to benefit from the value that could be 
generated in collaborations with startups. 

3.3.  Internal barriers for third sector organisations

3.3.1  Strategic challenges

Lack of long-term, future thinking. Third sector organisations first and foremost have 
a mission to deliver impact to their beneficiaries. Many leaders in the sector have a 
relentless focus on achieving this mission day-to-day, but may not have the capacity to 
look strategically beyond the immediate future. Research among charity leaders in the 
UK revealed a decrease in the share of charities that discuss a range of strategic issues at 
the board level, such as the use of digital technologies, changing governance structures 
and merging with another organisation.22 This can create a blind spot when organisations 
cannot identify upcoming trends and challenges. 

‘You could argue that there is limited benefit in charities making equity 
investments in startups, and that they could just stay with a grant funding 
model, but I’d argue that this is missing a trick in helping generate a 
return of income to the charity sector. Giving grants is not a commercially 
sustainable method of working with others. Investing or taking equity offers 
a chance to make this commercially viable, helping charities deliver mission 
and money at the same time.’ 

Andrew Bathgate, Co-Founder, Good Innovation
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Lack of horizon scanning. Many private sector organisations have formalised ‘horizon 
scanning’ processes to identify emerging technologies as well as scouting functions to 
identify potential partners. Most third sector organisations do not have the resources for 
either function, creating a tendency to stick to existing solutions, and to keep working 
with existing partners, rather than those not yet on their radar. Only 38 per cent of charity 
leaders reported that they had discussed setting up of a social enterprise or getting 
involved with social investment at the board level.22 

3.3.2  Organisational challenges

Lack of collaborative, commercial and legal skills. Many third sector organisations have 
limited experience collaborating, particularly across sectors. Moreover, given that third 
sector organisations are driven by impact rather than profit, commercial thinking is often 
only an afterthought. Many organisations do not have the resources to build a team of 
experts with sufficient legal and commercial expertise. Even members of innovation teams 
within third sector organisations may lack the business and mentoring expertise that 
startups require. 

Lack of a clear entry point. Many third sector organisations do not have a transparent 
and dedicated entry point for startups where they specify areas where startup 
collaboration could be valuable, meaning that entrepreneurs are unclear how to 
make contact. At the same time, working with startups often is not part of anyone’s 
job description, resulting in low accountability and a lack of clarity about who can 
make decisions. Whether a partnership is initiated (and succeeds) often owes much to 
serendipity, or the efforts of a single champion who fights for the time and resources 
needed to make the collaboration work. 

‘The people that work in the third sector individually want to do things 
differently, but they get caught up in the day-to-day management and they 
don’t have the capacity to think strategically. If you don’t look to the future, 
others will take over that are more adaptive, that can innovate more and 
quicker, but it is hard for third sector leaders to think about these things. 
They think about the future in the next couple of years, but not 10–15 years 
in the future.’ 

Zoe Abrahamson, Senior Funding Advisor, Bond
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Lack of organisation-wide buy-in. Third sector organisations can have very complex 
organisational structures with head offices and country offices, resulting in silos. It can 
therefore be hard to create an organisation-wide culture of change that is needed to 
work with startups. Even when there is a dedicated innovation team, other departments 
may not understand the value of collaborating, or the need to deviate from their existing 
processes, resulting in a lack of commitment.

3.3.3  Procedural challenges

Third sector organisations can have lengthy, opaque procedures that may be difficult to 
understand from outside the organisation. For example, when it comes to procurement 
processes, third sector organisations often are not perceived as good customers, 
because the purchaser is difficult to identify and sales cycles are complex and vary by 
organisation. 

Large organisations also tend to have a rigid hierarchy. When a startup has buy-in from 
one person, it often has to move ‘up the ladder’ to get approval from the right person. 
Some organisations may have dedicated innovation teams, which tend to be less 
bureaucratic, but these teams do not always have the right decision-making power or 
budget to support startups and are, in turn, slowed down by bureaucratic process within 
the rest of the organisation.

‘We found it very difficult to work with the third sector. The speed at which 
decisions are taken is really slow, there are so many hoops to jump through 
and budgets are tiny. With the bigger organisations, there also is a huge 
churn. Especially with what we’re doing, there are a lot of different parts: the 
fundraising team, the operational team, the innovation team and it is a bit 
like herding cats, getting them to work together and getting things to the 
highest levels.’ 

Raphaël Mazet, CEO, Alice
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3.4.  Should I be collaborating with startups?

Collaborating with startups requires overcoming various institutional, relational and 
internal challenges. Choosing to collaborate with startups involves making trade-offs. 
Table 6 summarises some of these trade-offs and weighs the risks against the benefits.

Table 6: Risks and benefits of collaborating with startups.

The risks of collaborating (if it fails) The benefits of collaborating

 · Adverse publicity from media

 · Donor scrutiny

 · Reputational damage from startups 
exploiting the collaboration for inappropriate 
publicity

 · Reduced donations from institutional funders 
or the public

 · Wasted resources that could be spent 
directly on beneficiaries

 · High short-term costs and low immediate 
returns

 · Mission drift when collaborative outcomes 
are unclear or misaligned with strategy

 · Transaction cost outweighing benefits of 
collaboration

 · Disruption to existing teams and processes

Reputational 

Financial 

Strategic 

Organisational

 · Reputational benefits from being perceived 
as innovative

 · Increased donations

 · New and longer-term revenue streams

 · Reduced dependence on donors

 · New ways to achieve impact and solve core 
problems

 · Innovations from startups can help to stay 
competitive

 · Motivated employees and increased internal 
learning

 · More agile and lean processes
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4. A framework for  
 collaboration – Key    
 steps to get started
This section outlines steps that third sector organisations and startups can take to set up 
effective collaborations, from preparing for collaboration to setting the parameters and 
finally, making the collaboration work (Figure 4). 

 Figure 4: A framework for startup–third sector collaboration

1.
Preparing for
collaboration

Key 
goals

Pivot your offering depending on 
feedback

Focus on building your product, but 
also your business model

Gather evidence to support future 
fundraising and customer 
acquisitions

Target specific organisations

Identify the most appropriate entry 
point

Be transparent about motivations

Avoid a hard-sell approach

Build your offering around the 
needs of the third sector

Formulate a clear mission and 
make it explicit

Build a trustable reputation

Keep trustees engaged

Demonstrate benefits internally

Document impact and learnings

Set up processes for long-term 
relationships

Develop a strategy for startup 
selection

Negotiate an appropriate value 
exchange

Design metrics, goals and 
milestones

Assign a boundary spanner

Specify the need for working with 
startups

Create an entry point for startups 
with decision-making power and 
budget

Secure executive and trustee support

Ensure organisational buy-in

Integrate activities and ensure 
interoperability

Manage operations and pivot 
where needed

Monitor progress and evaluate 
impact

Identify future opportunities

Evaluate and select partners

Establish a shared vision

Agree on distribution of rewards

Develop mutual trust and joint 
processes

Define the need for collaboration

Select collaboration modes

Develop collaborative skills and 
behaviours

Allocate resources to the 
collaboration

Third 
sector 
actions

Startup 
actions

2.
Setting the collaboration 
parameters

3.
Making the 
collaboration work
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Relevant collaboration frameworks

The framework developed for this report draws on various existing collaboration 
frameworks and applies elements of them to the specific context of collaborations 
between the third sector and startups. 

The ISO44001 framework for collaborative business relationships, developed by the 
Institute for Collaborative Working (ICW).24 

The ICW has been at the forefront in the development of international standards for 
collaboration. The framework is published in the form of an international standard 
ISO440001 intended to cover collaborations of any type and size. It offers a life-cycle 
framework, ranging from carrying out internal assessments to exiting the collaboration. 
The framework focuses on behaviours, organisational culture and management processes 
to drive sustainable collaborative relationships. It is meant to be tailored to specific 
situations and can help organisations structure and streamline their collaborative 
processes. 

‘Winning together’ framework for designing collaborative programmes to work with 
startups, developed by Nesta.8 

It features ten steps for designing, measuring and implementing programmes to engage 
with startups. The framework was developed in the context of corporate–startup 
collaboration, but many of the lessons are useful for the third sector as well, such as 
allocating an internal champion with decision and budget power and creating a publicly 
visible, single access point for startups.

Core capabilities for a successful collaboration, developed by Save the Children.25

The framework identifies five capabilities that collaborations need to build to be 
successful. It encompasses three collaborative phases: direction setting, design and 
action. The capabilities are defining a shared vision, creating a win-win architecture 
through allocating roles and incentives, developing trust, integrating activities through 
shared processes and managing operations.
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4.1.  Preparing for collaboration

Third sector organisations and startups can be unlikely collaboration partners. Their 
inherent differences can obstruct collaboration (Section 3.2), unless both parties come 
into the collaboration prepared. This means both sides have to adjust their traditional 
ways of working to make collaboration possible. For third sector organisations, this may 
involve creating new collaborative structures and processes tailored to startups as well as 
encouraging collaboration and innovation as desirable attitudes and behaviours among 
employees. For startups, this may require re-thinking business models and tailoring 
processes and behaviors to the third sector.

Key goals in this phase

• Define a clear need and carefully consider objectives to work together. 

• Select the collaboration mode that best delivers on these objectives.

• Develop collaborative skills and behaviours (e.g. awareness of cultural differences 
between partners, openness to different approaches).

• Ensure resources are in place to support collaboration (e.g. financial, employee time 
and expertise).

Checklist for third sector organisations

Processes 

 Specify the need for working with startups. Section 2.1 helps identify the various ways in which  
 working with startups can help to increase the organisation’s impact.

 Identify the resources and skills that are needed to support startups and assess whether there is  
 sufficient capacity or expertise in-house to deliver the support. Section 2.1 gives an overview of  
 the types of support and resources that may be needed. 

 Unlock capital for innovative collaborations with startups. Promising collaborations with   

 startups often fail when it is not clear which budget it will fall under (Section 3.1.1). 

Structures 

 Identify suitable modes of collaboration. Sections 2.1.1–9 give an overview of different   
 programme options to work with startups. 

 Create an entry point in the organisation with decision-making and budget power for startups.  
 Typically, this is a dedicated innovation unit or team that handles incoming requests from  
 startups. Having a dedicated webpage for startups can be useful to communicate the   

 organisation’s objectives and explain how startups can contribute.

People/behaviours 

 Secure executive and trustee support. To gain support, show trustees evidence of how working  
 with startups can benefit the organisation (Case study 8: Versus Arthritis).

 Ensure buy-in across the organisation. Collaborating with startups requires buy-in from   
 employees beyond the innovation team and the senior executives. Employees who may be  

 asked to engage with startups need to understand the value of working with startups.
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Key challenges to anticipate

• Unlocking capital and gaining trustee approval can take a long time due to the 
institutional barriers in the third sector (Section 2.2.1). However, our cases illustrate that 
it can happen when the trustees have the mindset and risk appetite to try something 
new (Case study 4: Alzheimer’s Society). 

• Lack of organisation-wide buy-in can harm the collaboration process when different 
departments do not see the value of collaborating with startups (Case study 1: Friends 
of the Earth).

• Even when there are in-house skills to work with startups, it can be hard to allocate 
employees’ time to the collaboration, especially when they are working on grant-
funded projects (Case study 5: the Children’s Society).

‘To get trustee support, I spent a lot of time with them collectively and 
individually to try to get them on board. We also ran a proof-of-concept test 
and that gave me real market data to show the Board. That was a critical 
part of the sell-in.’ 

Charlotte Guiver, Director of Income Generation, Versus Arthritis

Checklist for startups

Business model 

 Specify the need for working with the third sector. Build and/or pitch a product, service or  
 technology around the needs of the third sector, not vice versa.

 Find ways to financially sustain the startup, for example through external investment or working  
 with private sector clients. 

People/behaviours

 Demonstrate commitment to what the third sector is aiming to achieve. Formulate a clear  
 mission and make it explicit, for example by putting it in the articles of association (Case study  
 3: Alice). 

Processes

 Conduct market research to understand how the third sector functions. Do extensive scoping  
 work to understand if the third sector has the appetite, resources and budget to solve the  
 problem you are seeking to address.

 Build a trustable reputation. Third sector organisations will seek to minimise risk when   
 working with startups. If a startup has generated rigorous evidence or has received positive  
 media attention, third sector organisations will be more inclined to work with them. Some  
 startups work with academic partners to run studies and publish the results in academic   
 journals (Case study 2: Keheala).
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Key challenges to anticipate

• Building a startup strictly targeted at the third sector can be difficult because of the 
institutional barriers in the sector (Section 3.1). Some startups therefore change their 
business model to become less dependent on the third sector. In some cases this can 
create a virtuous cycle, where the solutions developed for the private sector can help 
sustain solutions for the third sector. However, in other cases working with both private 
and third sector clients can risk diluting the startup’s efforts. 

• Without prior experience in the third sector it can be difficult to navigate its processes 
and identify contact points. Sections 3.2–3 can help to understand the relational and 
organisational barriers which can hinder collaboration and may require the startup to 
adapt its approaches.

‘It’s about saying “what do you need” and not “you need this”. We have been 
led by the needs of our clients, rather than a masterplan. A lot of startups 
start with an idea and put all their effort into taking the idea to market 
and convincing people about the product and funding, but we have taken 
a more collaborative approach, we work with someone because we have 
something they need.’ 

Tom Cowle, Founder, Good CRM

4.2.  Setting the collaboration parameters

After a mutual need for collaboration is established and both parties have internally 
prepared to collaborate with each other, the specific collaboration parameters need to 
be set. This includes making decisions about suitable partners, how to work together and 
how to share expected outcomes. 

Key goals in this phase

• Evaluate and select suitable partners.

• Establish a shared vision and specify collaborative outcomes. 

• Agree on roles, responsibilities and the distribution of rewards.

• Develop mutual trust, e.g. by being transparent about expectations and specifying 
outcomes in a contract.

• Establish joint processes, e.g. for communication, assessing needs, measuring progress 
and risk management. 
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Key challenges to anticipate

• Taking equity or IP ownership requires legal and commercial skills and the right risk 
appetite at the trustee level. Third sector organisations may be wary of negotiating 
a financial return on investment because it is not the primary mission of the third 
sector, although it can help make the collaborative programmes and the organisation 
sustainable (Case study 4: Alzheimer’s Society).

• Assessing the startup’s needs is important, but time-consuming. Spend sufficient time 
up front having transparent conversations about both parties’ expectations.

• Understand what your organisation can realistically offer startups given the 
institutional, relational and organisational barriers (Section 3).

Checklist for third sector organisations

Processes 

 Develop a strategy for startup selection. Section 2.2.1 highlights some features to keep in mind  
 when selecting startups to collaborate with.

 Develop a plan of how to work together. Carry out a thorough needs assessment and design  
 metrics, goals and milestones to track the relationship. Include a plan for mitigating risks and  
 resolving disputes.

 Negotiate an appropriate value exchange (e.g., IP, equity, revenue-sharing). Section 2.2.3 lists  
 some common value exchange practices between third sector organisations and   
 startups. Specify the outcomes of the collaboration with the startup early on and ensure correct  
 legal documentation is in place.

People/behaviours

 Make it easier for startups to work with you, e.g. by adjusting traditional, fully internal ways of  
 developing a solution to a collaborative, prototyping and testing approach. Be aware of   
 potential differences in approaches, language and mindsets (Section 3.2.1).

 Assign a boundary spanner to link startups to experts across the organisation (Case studies 1  
 and 4: Friends of the Earth, Alzheimer’s Society). Consider working with an external partner  
 to facilitate and broker relationships with startups (Case study 5: the Children’s Society). Section  
 2.2.2 illustrates how third sector organisations may work with external partners. 

‘Many startups have a lot of difficulties in the beginning, so you need to 
spend a lot of time assessing what their needs are. A big challenge is 
designing metrics, goals and milestones for startups, so it is clear what they 
are working towards and if it will be successful. Startups need a structured 
approach, because everything is so overwhelming.’ 

Cecilia Chapiro, Investment Adviser and Blockchain Portfolio Manager, UNICEF Innovation Fund
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Key challenges to anticipate

• Finding the right entry point can be difficult and there is often serendipity involved. 
Moreover, the entry point is not always the decision-maker. 

• Points of contact may change because of high employee turnover in the third sector.

‘We were targeting a few specific charities that were used to doing proper, 
rigorous collection of impact data. Many don’t have the means or the 
systems or the need for it, but we were targeting those that were already 
doing payment by results.’ 

Raphaël Mazet, CEO, Alice

Checklist for startups

Processes 

 Target specific third sector organisations to work with. Offer a solution to a problem the third  
 sector is facing and focus on the requirements of the organisations.

 Identify the most appropriate entry point, which is often the innovation team or the senior  
 executive team. Where no clear entry point exists, reach out to third sector employees who may  
 be able to introduce you. 

People/behaviours

 Be transparent about values, objectives and expectations. Third sector organisations may  
 be wary about working with for-profit startups, so it is important to establish trust through  
 transparency.

 Avoid a hard-sell approach, but ask for their advice.
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Key challenges to anticipate

• Depending on the risk appetite of the trustees, it can be time-consuming to de-risk the 
collaboration process (Case study 8: Versus Arthritis).

• It can be challenging to set up long-term collaboration programmes, because further 
approval from trustees is needed.

Checklist for third sector organisations

People/behaviours 

 Keep trustees engaged and informed (Case study 4: Alzheimer’s Society).

 Demonstrate benefits internally to keep the organisation engaged and bought-in. 

Processes

 Document impact and learnings resulting from the collaboration and share internally. Measure  
 short-term progress of startups and long-term impact of the programme.

 Set up processes for long-term relationships with the startup (Case study 6: UNICEF Innovation  
 Fund).

‘We provide regular directorate and board updates, presenting at meetings 
and other communications, all of which has helped us to share where there 
have been successes with our innovation work.’ 

Natasha Howard, Senior Innovator, Innovation team, Alzheimer’s Society

4.3.  Making the collaboration work

After setting the collaborative parameters and processes, it is time to start implementing 
them, integrating activities and delivering outcomes. 

Key goals in this phase

• Integrate activities and ensure interoperability. 

• Manage operations, pivot where needed and assess ongoing commitment to the 
collaboration. 

• Capture data and feedback to monitor and assess impact of the collaboration.

• Evaluate the relationship and identify future opportunities.
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Key challenges to anticipate

• Engaging with someone outside the innovation team can take a long time. 

• The collaboration may not last long enough to generate enough evidence.

‘When we applied to the UNICEF Innovation Fund, we had a first prototype. 
During the programme, we developed a minimally viable product, collected 
feedback, made a complete product iteration and released a new version. 
The next step is to develop the business and UNICEF is helping us connect 
with regional offices, other UN agencies and also corporates. We really 
enjoyed being part of the programme, more than just for the financial 
support. We have a very technical team, but we never had the time to 
visualise who the customer is and how to align the user experience to that 
customer so they can see the value of our product, so UNICEF helped us 
redefine our business.’ 

Marcio Degiovannini, Project Manager, Atix Labs

Checklist for startups

Business model 

 Pivot the solution depending on the third sector partner’s feedback.

 Focus on building the product, but also the business. Work with the third sector partner to  
 envision who the customer will be. 

Processes

 Gather evidence to support future fundraising and customer acquisition.
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5. Recommendations

5.1.  Recommendations for third sector organisations

Leaders

• Understand the role of startups in delivering your strategy. Too often, innovation 
only takes place out of necessity. Be proactive and make partnerships with startups 
an explicit part of the organisation’s strategy. Carry out an organisation-wide scan to 
identify opportunities to work with startups. 

• Just do it. Initiating innovative collaborations with startups requires taking a leap 
of faith. By learning from the experience as you go and demonstrating successes 
to the wider organisation, you can gradually build an internal culture of innovation, 
entrepreneurship and risk-taking. 

• Create a single entry point for startups with decision-making and budget power. 
Make the commitment to working with startups explicit by allocating resources and 
employees’ time. 

Trustees

• Have an explicit conversation about accepted risk levels, including the risk of not 
innovating and the organisation’s approach to risk-taking. Trustees have different 
appetites for and perceptions of risk. For the wider organisation to understand what 
types of risk are acceptable, trustees should be clear on their interpretation of risk and 
whether the aim is to minimise it or to actively manage it.

• Improve the diversity in terms of age, gender and ethnicity of the board of trustees 
to encourage a greater influx and acceptance of novel ideas, perspectives and 
approaches. 

• Allocate a pot of money dedicated to innovation and ensure some of it is used to 
experiment with startups. Create a safe zone in the budget for risk-taking to signal the 
importance of innovation and long-term thinking. 

Operational level

• Understand the needs of startups and make it easier for them to work with you. This 
may require a shift away from traditional ways of working to more commercial thinking 
and a prototyping and testing approach. 

• Identify suitable collaboration modes and the expertise that is needed to support 
startups. Know what you can realistically do to support startups. Decide whether there 
is sufficient capacity and resources to deliver that support in-house or if it is more 
suitable to partner with others that know the local startup ecosystems better.

• Develop a plan of how to work together, including metrics to keep track of the 
relationship. Do not hesitate to negotiate a return for the support provided to startups 
and to specify outcomes in legal documents.
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5.2.  Recommendations for startups

• Prepare. Carry out extensive market research to understand the way the third sector 
works. Think in terms of solutions, not technologies, and ensure your solution addresses 
a challenge that the sector has the appetite, capacity and budget to solve. Develop 
a business proposition that can help the third sector achieve its mission and generate 
evidence to build your reputation.

• Be transparent about motivations and objectives. Be clear about the quid pro quo and 
do not focus only on what the third sector organisation can do for you. Avoid a hard-
sell approach, but demonstrate commitment to what the third sector organisation is 
trying to achieve. 

• Network and identify who the key decision-makers are. Without prior connections, 
it can be hard to find an entry point in third sector organisations. Reach out to 
employees and ask for their advice. They will most likely be generous with their time to 
help you refine your solution and connect you to other people. 

5.3.  Recommendations for policymakers

• Change in trustee guidelines. Current guidelines are instrumental to ensure third sector 
organisations meet their charitable objectives, while managing risks and resources 
effectively. However, inadvertently, they can dis-incentivise innovation and result in 
disproportionate risk aversion, thereby discouraging collaborations with startups 
and ultimately undermining the ability of the organisation to adapt. The Charity 
Commission should therefore consider adding guidelines specifically targeted at 
encouraging innovation in the sector. These guidelines could include appointing a 
dedicated trustee responsible for innovation; a guideline to ensuring the future viability 
of the organisation; and a guideline to investing a charity’s long-term reserves or 
endowment in charitable objectives. 

• Investigate the role of intermediaries to broker multi-party collaborations. Third 
sector organisations have numerous challenges to solve, but often do not have the 
capacity to address them exclusively with startups. They may lack the budget, the 
expertise and/or the risk-taking ability. As a result, there is great potential to bring 
together multiple actors that can bring complementary resources to the table. Such 
partnerships should include 

• Actors that identify problems to solve, i.e. third sector organisations.

• Actors that identify and develop novel solutions, i.e. startups. 

• Actors that have the budget to solve the problem, e.g., government, corporates, large 
third sector organisations, impact investors.

• Actors to share the risk, e.g. other third sector organisations, corporates, a charity 
bank. 

Setting up multi-party collaborations requires brokering. At the moment, many 
collaborations result from past, informal or even serendipitous connections, which 
is not always the best way to find the right partner. There is a need for intermediary 
bodies to act as convenors and brokers between the third sector, private sector and 
public sector. 
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• Investigate the role of intermediaries to hold equity on behalf of third sector 
organisations. In the third sector, it is relatively rare to negotiate equity – or any other 
return mechanism, such as a share IP – in exchange for supporting startups, because it 
is a risky, long-term commitment and it requires legal and commercial expertise that 
may not be available in-house. Given the problems faced by third-sector organisations 
in holding equity, there may be an opportunity for an organisation to establish a 
holding company which acts as an umbrella and holds equity on behalf of charities.

• Address the funding gap. Mission-oriented, for-profit startups can struggle to attract 
sufficient funding. Third sector organisations often lack the budget and risk-taking 
ability to invest in startups by themselves. On top of this, there is a funding gap in the 
social investment and ‘tech-for-good’ space, especially for startups that seek to move 
from the launch to the growth stage. Finally, commercial investors can be reluctant to 
fund startups that work with the third sector because they perceive limited financial 
returns or know the challenges of the third sector. Startups that need large amounts 
of funding may need to seek investment from a mix of commercial, impact and third 
sector investors. However, the incentives and requirements of these different types of 
investors can be difficult to align and startups can end up being stuck in the middle, 
forced to make a trade-off between impact and profits to not alienate investors. As a 
result, there is a need to increase the capacity of funds dedicated to mission-oriented, 
for-profit startups, for example in the form of a third sector-wide venture fund. 
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